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As a former student loan borrower
himself, President Obama has more
than a passing familiarity with the
complexities of higher education
finance. But in a little-noticed bit
of comment last year in an inter-
view with David Karp, the founder
of Tumblr, he issued some pointed
criticism of the advice that students
get on the way into college.
“Frankly, universities don’t al-

ways counsel young people well
when they first come in,” he said.
“They say, ‘Don’t worry about it,
you can pay for it,’ not realizing that
you’re paying for it through borrow-
ing.”
Indeed, all students with federal

student loans must complete coun-
seling sessions before they borrow
their first dollar and are supposed
to do it again once they finish their
degree. Most colleges use online
counseling supplied by the federal
Education Department.
And over the last two years, the

nonprofit group TG, which collects
payments on older federal loans and
tries to keep borrowers out of trou-
ble, has done its own examination of
the government-supplied counsel-
ing lessons. Its reports note that stu-
dents find much of the material “ir-
relevant” and that the government
“assumes users know things they do
not (and often cannot) know.”
TG’s critique goes on: Each coun-

seling module “imagines borrowers
are tireless text processors,” while
delivering a “bulky and ultimately
ineffective user experience” that
was often “generic to the point of
uselessness.”
TG researchers embedded with

students at a handful of colleges
and universities quizzed them as
they completed their counseling re-
quirements. They found problems
in at least four major areas:

TIMING Incoming freshmen should
be completing the entrance coun-
seling over the summer. If they
don’t get it done, they have to com-
plete it when they arrive on campus
(or else they cannot get their loan
money). But at that point they’re in-

clined to rush through the counsel-
ing as quickly as possible.

ASSUMED KNOWLEDGE The fed-
eral government can’t very well
give college freshmen an instant
education in all things financial.
So it has to assume some baseline
knowledge. Still, the modules are
filled with phrases like this one:
“Graduation before exceeding your
maximum eligibility period protects
Direct Subsidized Loans received
from interest subsidy loss.” Ugh.
A 2014 study in the Journal of Stu-

dent Financial Aid showed just how
little students at Iowa State Univer-
sity knew about their debt. About
13 percent of them had outstanding
loans but didn’t know it. An addi-

tional 9 percent underestimated
their debt by more than $10,000.

BULK The large blocks of text came
in for particular criticism by the stu-
dents TG studied. Many of them did
not see the handful of videos that
are part of the modules but found
them helpful when researchers
pointed them out.
Indeed, some of the videos are

quite good. The budgeting video
included one of the most succinct
cases for budgeting I’d ever heard.

LACK OF HUMAN CONTACT Not every
college uses the Education Depart-
ment modules. Many of those that
do not instead try to put more peo-
ple in front of groups of students to

make sure they understand their
debt. This isn’t easy for institutions
that are strapped for cash them-
selves, but many find a way to do it
anyway.

In an educational universe of ev-
er-rising tuition and perpetually
constrained budgets at the colleges
themselves, the challenge of offer-
ing and getting good counseling is
not a problem that anyone will solve
quickly. It all starts, however, with
an awareness of our own collective
ignorance. The financial aid system
is more complicated than it ought
to be, and even adults have trouble
making sense of it. How on earth
can we expect a bunch of teenagers
to sort it out?
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Wall Street banks turn
to mutual funds, at the
expense of investors.

Linda Lo tried shopping for a car
in the usual way, and like everyone
else, she hated it.
Ms. Lo, 24, has been in the market

for a used car for more than a year.
She tried Craigslist, but found it diffi-
cult to trust strangers. The sales em-
ployees at dealerships were worse,
either inattentive or cloying, the
finances opaque, and the process
time-consuming and inconvenient.
So about a month ago, Ms. Lo did

what anyone her age does when
confronted with a real world hur-
dle: She attacked it virtually. Ms.
Lo found a novel online dealership,
Beepi, which acts as a broker be-
tween sellers and buyers of used
automobiles and which holds the
potential to alter the image of the
perilous used-car market.
Beepi had the car model in the

color Ms. Lo was looking for: a red,
2014 Lexus IS 350, a luxury sedan
that usually sells for around $40,000.
On Beepi, the car — which had un-
dergone a 185-point inspection by

the company’s mechanics, similar
to an dealership’s “certified pre-
owned” program — was $35,900,
including free delivery.
“The process was spectacular,”

Ms. Lo said one recent morning out-
side her home in San Jose, Calif., as
she waited for the car. A few min-
utes later, a flatbed truck pulled up
with the Lexus. After signing a few
papers and sitting through a tutori-
al by a Beepi mechanic — he even
helped Ms. Lo connect her phone to
her car’s audio system — the vehi-
cle was hers. “It’s everything and
more than I expected,” Ms. Lo said.
To say that Beepi is disruptive,

in this age of disruptions, sounds
clichéd. Yet after just a year of op-
eration in California, Beepi is buy-
ing and selling hundreds of cars a
month and is on track to book rev-
enue of $100 million over the next
year, the company said. The start-
up has raised nearly $80 million in
financing and it plans to expand to
seven more regions nationwide.
Beepi’s growth illustrates some-

thing deeper about the role the
digital world keeps playing in our
lives: There’s no limit to it. A few
years ago, it seemed reasonable to
think some sectors of the economy
that would resist the pull of the In-
ternet and which most people felt
were better left offline, shopping for
groceries or eyeglasses, say. Now

both those tasks are
moving online.
Beepi and similar

competitors are push-
ing people to cross
another threshold on the way to-
ward a digital-only life. Although
auto experts doubt that online-only
car-buying experiences will become
the norm, it would be wise not to
discount their rise, because the In-
ternet remains hungry.
Beepi began with a lemon of a

used car. Ale Resnik was at busi-
ness school at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology a few years
ago and bought a 2010 Jeep Liberty
from a dealership. The car caught
fire while his wife was driving it
and the dealer didn’t want to take it
back. To Mr. Resnik, the experience
showed a lack of transparency and
consumer friendliness.
“We just thought that the car

market was broken,” he said.
At the core of Beepi’s business

model is a pricing trick. There are
three relevant prices used cars. The
trade-in price, which is what a deal-
er will give you for your car; the
private sales price, which is what
you can get if you sold it directly to
someone else; and the retail price,
which is the price the car will com-
mand at a dealership. Dealers pay
the trade-in price for vehicles and
then sell them at the retail price. On

some cars, that spread can be worth
50 percent.
Beepi thinks it can make a prof-

it while operating within a tighter
pricing band. When you list your
car with the site, the company’s
pricing algorithm, which consults
data on historical car sales in your
area, offers a price at least $1,000
more than you can get by trading in
your car at the dealer.
Beepi sells cars at prices lower

than certified used cars at dealer-
ships. Its overhead is lower — it
doesn’t have to maintain parking
lots to house cars, because the vehi-
cles stay with the sellers until they
are sold. Also, because it buys and
sells cars in any city in California
and Arizona, it can take advantage
of supply and demand disparities
in different regions. Beepi caps its
own fee at 9 percent, depending on
price and demand (it will take as lit-
tle as 1 percent).
Mr. Resnik said so far people have

returned their cars at a rate “much,
much lower than 1 percent.” And he
isn’t worried that there won’t be in-
terest in buying cars without a test-
drive. “As people buymore andmore
online, they’re getting used to it.”

Facing challenges on all fronts, Wall
Street banks are pinning some of
their hopes on a relatively simple
business opportunity: creating mu-
tual funds for ordinary savers.
Over the last few years, mutual

funds created by the likes of Gold-
man Sachs and JPMorgan Chase
have been drawing billions of dol-
lars from investors looking to earn
a good return on their retirement
money. For the banks, the fees
that the funds generate have been
among the few consistent bright
spots of growth in a time of re-
trenchment on Wall Street.
There is, though, one big problem

with all the growth: History has not
shown these banks to be particular-
ly good at managing mutual funds,
and their clients have paid the cost.
Most of the funds run by each of

the four largest banks in the busi-
ness — Goldman Sachs, Morgan
Stanley, JPMorgan Chase andWells
Fargo — have underperformed
their basic benchmarks over the
last 10 years, according to analysis
of industry data done for The New
York Times by Morningstar. And
that does not include the funds that
went out of business because of
poor performance.
“It’s a good business for them —

but that doesn’t mean it is a good
investment,” said Larry Swedroe,
director of research at Buckingham
Asset Management.
There is a wide body of research

showing how hard it is for actively
managed mutual funds — like the
ones run by the banks — to outper-
form low-cost funds like the ones
that invest in a benchmarked index
of stocks and bonds.
The banks have suggested in

marketing materials that their
investing prowess differentiates
their offerings from the pack. But
the relatively high fees that banks
charge for their mutual funds sub-
tract from the ultimate returns and
make it harder to compete against
their most successful competitor in
recent years, the giant fund manag-
er Vanguard, a company that prides
itself on offering low-cost funds.
When Goldman and other banks

discuss the performance of their
funds, they tend to use statistics
that are weighted by how much
money is in each of the funds at the
time of measurement.
This approach, though, is not fa-

vored by researchers because it
skews the figures to where money
is now, even if the money just en-
tered top-performing funds and did
not experience recent gains.
Even when they do underper-

form, the funds pay off for the
banks because investors pay the
fees no matter what the returns
are.
The banks have occasionally ac-

knowledged the difficulty that their
mutual funds have in outperform-
ing lower-cost alternatives that pas-
sively invest in an index of stocks
or bonds. A report distributed by
Morgan Stanley to its financial ad-
visers last year said that “aggre-
gate long-term performance and
fees both favor passive over active”
management.
The difficulty, according to advo-

cates of passive investment man-
agement like Mr. Swedroe, is that
once an area is viewed as fertile
ground for active management, the
competition heats up and the chanc-
es of outperformance go down.
“As the competition gets tough-

er,” Mr. Swedroe said, “it gets hard-
er and harder to generate great per-
formance.”

With people juggling multiple de-
vices, backpack manufacturers
have sensed a market opportunity.
Some new backpacks are specifi-
cally designed not only to protect
smartphones, tablets, laptops,
headphones and game players, but
also to recharge them.
Tylt’s $170 Energi Plus Backpack

includes a 10,400 milliamp-hour
battery, which can charge three
devices simultaneously. Though it
can hold a laptop, the battery is in-
tended for smartphones and tablets
only. The battery takes about seven
hours to charge.
The bag is attractively designed

and includes an exterior pocket for
a water bottle, a hardened one for

glasses, and others for small busi-
ness items.
Ampl Labs’ $299 SmartBack-

pack, expected to arrive this year,
has six ports that can be routed to
any pocket. Fast-charging technol-
ogy allows the bag’s batteries to be
charged to 80 percent capacity in
one hour.
The bag comes with a 5,000 mAh

battery, but additional specialized
batteries can also charge laptops
and tablets.
Ampl Labs has a smartphone

app to monitor battery charge and
remaining battery capacity, and al-
lows the user to prioritize charging
order when powering multiple de-
vices.
The $649 Phorce Pro can trans-

form from a backpack to a briefcase
or messenger bag. The 26,000 mAh
battery can charge almost anymod-

ern electronic device.
The bag, constructed of canvas

and leather, has three USB plugs
that can power three devices and a
laptop simultaneously.
The Phorce Pro also has a smart-

phone app with features similar to
those offered by Ampl Labs.
Voltaic Systems’ $389 Array in-

cludes a ruggedized solar panel
that stretches across the frame, and
a 20,000 mAh battery, enough to
charge a laptop.
The solar panel can be detached

and used with other bags, and its
battery can be charged either via
the sun, a car battery or a standard
electrical outlet.
Whichever product might be of

interest, one thing that they have in
common: Using them gives us one
more excuse to never disconnect
from our digital devices.
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CHARGED UP The Array
from Voltaic Systems, above
left, has a solar panel and
can charge a laptop. The
SmartBackpack from Ampl
Labs, left, has six ports.
Tylt’s Energi Plus Backpack
can charge three devices.
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SPECIAL PURCHASE The 2014 Lexus IS 350 that Linda
Lo, left, bought for $35,900 on Beepi being delivered.
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